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[Mika Mike] The same person that started this shit! Yo mama
love this shit, it's really sick. Both these cats picked out the
same instrumentals. The beat is sick and the lyrics on both are
sick as shit. Chilly you know what a dead mofo is, that to my
head is the ultimate definition of a dead mofo. Leave it up to you
two to put the link together, I'm sure I'm gonna be late, but I'll
have to correct that. Thanks for listening, it's the same person.
Props. Gnarls Barkley Admins: Gnarls Barkley st. anywhere, pk,
gnarls barkley kt, gnarls barkley dc, gnarls barkley sjc, gnarls
barkley jlt, gnarls barkley else, gnarls barkley me, gnarls
barkley vs, gnarls barkley st, gnarls barkley you, gnarls barkley,
gntl, gnarls barkley and friend, gnarls barkley philly, gnarls
barkley weight, gnarls barkley whitter, gnarls barkley fk, gnarls
barkley dc, gnarls barkley my time, gnarls barkley miami,
gnarls barkley, left brain, right brain, mid brain, gnarls barkley
st. everywhere, gnarls barkley. From 1990 - Gnarls Barkley.
This is an album by Gnarls Barkley. Released in 2006, Gnarls
Barkley's debut album was titled St. Elsewhere. Please write
your thoughts on this album in the comment section below.
Thanks for listening! [Mika Mike] The same person that started
this shit! Yo mama love this shit, it's really sick. Both these cats
picked out the same instrumentals. The beat is sick and the
lyrics on both are sick as shit. Chilly you know what a dead
mofo is, that to my head is the ultimate definition of a dead
mofo. Leave it up to you two to put the link together, I'm sure
I'm gonna be late, but I'll have to correct that. Thanks for
listening, it's the same person. Props. Tastes Good Like Milk -
The Voice [Mika Mike] The same person that started this shit!
Yo mama
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